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Access to Nature and Economy in Rochester, NH

A walking tour overview providing photos and short descriptions of each planned tour stop.

September 20, 2022
First Tour Stop: Downtown Rochester

Outdoor seating at downtown restaurant located close to Cocheco river.
Adopt-a-spot location close to downtown showcasing beautiful flowers and welcoming appearance.

Walking path connecting Cocheco River to downtown Rochester. Construction of a building is currently ongoing near the entrance of the path.
Currently empty building with development opportunities.

Second Tour Stop: Riverwalk path

Shaded walking path along river with bistro style seating. Bigfoot can be seen lurking in the background.
Chairs and table along Cocheco River providing a perfect place to enjoy the natural beauty or have lunch.

Arched bridge located downtown
Governor's Inn & Restaurant on walk to Studley Flower Gardens

Third Tour Stop: Studley Flower Gardens

Entrance to Studley Flower Gardens
Koi pond with flowers in front of greenhouses.

Cocheco River abutting the back end of the business.
Business located near Studley Flower Gardens.

**Final Tour Stop: Hanson Pines Park**
Walking path entrance to rail trail.
Entrance to Dominicus Hanson Pines with information guide and map of park.

Side entrance to Dominicus Hanson Pines Park.
View of Cochecho River from below the walking bridge.

Park and playground across from Hanson Pines Park.
Rail Trail located next to Hanson Pines Park.

Additional Links:

Rochester Historic District Commission Virtual Historic Map
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